
Abstract—IT Infrastructure Management and server down-
time have been an area of exploration by researchers and indus-
try  experts,  for  over  a  decade.  Despite  the  research on web
server downtime, system failure and fault prediction, etc., there
is a void in the field of IT Infrastructure Downtime Manage-
ment. Downtime in an IT Infrastructure can cause enormous fi-
nancial,  reputational and relationship losses for customer and
vendor. Our attempt is to address this gap by developing an in-
novative architecture which predicts IT Infrastructure failure.
We have used a hybrid approach of human-machine interaction
through Big Data, Machine Learning, NLP and IR. We sourced
real-time machine, operating system, application logs and un-
structured case notes into an algorithm for multi-dimensional
symptoms mining, using iterative deepening depth-first search,
traversal to create transactions for Sequential Pattern Mining
of symptoms to events. It went through multiple statistical tests
and review from technology experts, to create and update a dy-
namic Pattern Dictionary. This dictionary is used for training
unsupervised and supervised classification models  of machine
learning, namely SVM and Random Forrest to score and pre-
dict new logs in a real time mode. The approach is also dynamic
to use unsupervised clustering methods to give directions to the
technicians on future or unknown pattern of errors or fault, to
constantly update the Pattern Dictionary and improve classifi-
cation for new IT products.

General  Terms—Experimentation,  Algorithms, Service Sup-
port, Technology, Research.

Index  Terms—IT  Infrastructure  Management,  Big  Data,
Data  Mining,  Natural  Language  Processing,  Information Re-
trieval, Decision Tree, Early Warning System, Entropy, k Near-
est Neighbor Classification Algorithm, Random Forrest Classi-
fier, Support  Vector Machine,  Event  Clustering,  Naïve  Bayes
Classifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

N UNPLANNED maintenance can be financially dam-

aging. Marshall Institute, an asset management consul-

tancy, reckons that a good rule of thumb is that breakdown or

emergency repairs  cost  three times the cost  of preventive,

predictive  or  planned  corrective  maintenance,  which  still

needs an end to end solution.

A

We, through this research introduce the concept of a holis-

tic  IT  Infrastructure  Downtime Management  by opening a

field of study to the future.

II. RELATED WORK

Research on existing literature and industry practices re-

veal that many companies have recently launched services on

predictive maintenance of IT equipment. Almost all services

companies have some form of offering in this space. Specific

book on predictive maintenance was written in early 2000 by

R Keith Mobley. The literature suggests in general that we

can  use  rule  based  thresholds  on  live  monitored  data  of

equipment and raise alerts based on rules. The literature also

talks  about  multiple statistical  and  machine learning algo-

rithms that can be used to classify new events. But the de-

pendencies on human codified rules compel solutions to be

more customized and require multiple human interventions

to  function.  The  approach  presented  in  this  paper  recom-

mends usage of multiple existing and new methods to ensure

we have automated mechanisms, to build rules which then

can  be  validated,  if  required.  This  makes  the  solution

generic,  usable  across  multiple  types  of  equipment  and

across IT infrastructure across industries. 

Regarding algorithms used most often existing solutions

specify regression models  to  understand  and  forecast  fail-

ures. There is also usage of binary and multiclass classifica-

tion models to predict whether a failure will occur within a

certain time frame. This is particularly apparent in Micro-

soft’s Predictive Maintenance gallery model in Azure Ma-

chine learning platform. The implicit assumption in this type

of usage of existing algorithms is that equipment sensor data

is structured to tell us a sequence of events leading to failure.

The  approach  in  this  paper  suggests  mechanism to  work

around this by identifying the pattern in sequence of events

that lead to failures from raw machine data, where sympto-

matic events leading to final failure are not explicit in nature.

Another important area which was very apparent from re-

search surveys but mostly missing in existing industry imple-

mentation of  predictive maintenance is  Gartner  and IDC’s

80-20  rule:  80%  of  all  downtime  is  due  to  people  and

process issues and 20% due to technology issues. Over de-

pendence on machine sensors constraints the model to look

and predict a machine’s performance. This leads to an over-

sight of people and process issues. Our work in this paper

highlights that with generic pattern identification and subse-

quent classification based on validated patterns can help cap-

ture people and process issues as well. 

Thus the paper tries to extend existing related work into

generic predictive maintenance solution which is applicable

to an environment with varied IT infrastructure. People and

process issues are also predicted in this generic approach.
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III. HIGH LEVEL DESIGN

Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach

IV. DATA SOURCING

Machine  performance data  is  stored  as  Log,  and  is  the

main resource to understand machine behavior. This can be

collected over network using programs written in different

languages. An Enterprise IT environment uses different types

of equipment based on the usage. The challenges are:

a) Variety of the Product: Servers, Storage, Network-

ing, power backups etc. 

b) Multi  manufacturer:   Same  types  of  the  product

from different manufacturer placed in one environ-

ment.

c) Types of machine Data: every machine has its own

style of providing data. Some of them are plain text,

some of them are encrypted or as a binary file with

different types of data structure
The challenge is combining all of the data to one readable and 
usable format for the algorithm to understand and apply models for 
study and usage. Above all, the challenges of doing data mining 
and modeling on such large data are many. Statistically surmising, 
continuous and discrete data together has always been a challenge. 
In a huge dataset with multiple sources, with multiple pieces of 
information from independent sources, it is very difficult to infer 
something based on looking at just a few pieces of information; as 
different permutations of multiple pieces of information could lead 
to various conflicting events. The data is also dynamic, as logs are 
continuously fed. On top of that, the inflow of information is fast 
paced, huge and requires immediate attention to trigger corrective 
actions on time. So unless and until the snapshot of the data is 

captured and analyzed with due consideration to timeline, it can 
lead to incoherent inferences.

The challenges don’t just end there. The lack of centralized data 
base with multiple systems handling different type of data for 
different domains and with lack of proper governance across them, 
a lot of data problems like duplicity, missing data, wrong data, 
improper time tracking etc. also arise. The real challenge comes in 
tracing whether the data is correct or not. From analysis 
perspective, the “descriptions” for each line of log are captured as 
unstructured data; which if analyzed accurately using advanced text
mining algorithms, along with Machine Learning Supervised 
methods, in an Hybrid Learning Method, can give great insights 
into the Downtime Management, and if missed can lead to 
erroneous conclusions.

V. DISCOVERING PATTERNS–THE SUPERVISED WAY

A. Developing Symptoms Database

Let  us elucidate the need for self-learning Transactional

Table and how we have conceptualized it.  Each source of

data becomes very dynamic post decrypting in terms of flow

of events and defining relationships to me mined. We studied

and found that an enterprise data of such a large scale does

not have a standardized way to collapsing all the sources in a

robust format for further study. The generic approaches as il-

lustrated in [20][21][22][23][24][29] cannot be directly ap-

plied because of diverse systems resulting in complex behav-

ior as seen in the logs. A sample as shown in table (1) illus-

trates the complexity in back and forth rapidly changing di-

mensions of the Symptoms to Events generation. The final

result may also be skewed towards either a complete failure

Fig 1. High Level Diagram
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of the system or a symptom or an event, hence complexity

multiplies itself.

B. Event Pattern Discovery

Pattern mining or discovery is a holistic concept and has

been  applied  in Marketing Science  [25][26]  and other  re-

search  fields  [27]  for  decades  now. Analyzing  symptoms

from billions  of  rows  into  meaningful  patterns  in  rapidly

changing environments like IT Infrastructure. We had to take

a non-traditional way to approach this problem. We first cre-

ated  a framework of  “Pattern  Dictionary”  which works in

two ways. We developed a path based combined length and

breadth search function as illustrated in papers in bits and

pieces in studies [15][16][17][18][19]. The result of this ex-

ercise was to find the best possible pattern using multi-level

search and precisely try to churn the duplicates at each hier-

archical  level of  system, server  or  entire  environment and

find best known patterns.

The second way was to apply Constraint based Sequential

Pattern Mining [22] [23] [24], to study and find the unknown

patterns  using pattern  growth method for  frequent  pattern

mining.  The  sequence  of  the  data  was determined  by the

transactions by finding events occurring at regular intervals

and then finding difference between two similar events. 

We then applied a visual Self Organizing Map on the rules

to determine the rules generated with the in-house function

and sequential pattern miner (example as shown in Figure 2).

The resultant patterns are clubbed together and gets into the

cleansing process.

A sequence α = (X1 ••• Xl ) is an ordered list of itemsets

or symptoms in our case. An itemset Xi  (1 ≤ i ≤ l) in a se-

quence is called a transaction, a term originated from analyz-

ing customers’ shopping sequences in a transaction database.

The  number of  transactions  in  a  sequence is  called  the

‘length of the sequence’. A sequence with length l is called

an l-sequence. For an l-sequence α, we have len(α) = l. Fur-

thermore, the i-th itemset is denoted by α[i]. An item can oc-

cur at most once in an itemset, but can occur multiple times

in various itemsets in a sequence.

A sequence α = (X1 ... Xn) is called a subsequence of an-

other sequence β = (Y1 ... Ym) (n ≤ m), and β a super-se-

quence of α, denoted by α !:; β, if there exist integers 1 ≤ i1

< . . . < in ≤ m such that X1 ⊆ Yi1 , ..., Xn ⊆ Yin.

A sequence database is a set of 2-tuples (sid, α), where sid

is a sequence-id and α a sequence. A tuple (sid, α) in a se-

quence database SDB is said to contain a sequence γ if γ is a

subsequence of α. The number of tuples in a sequence data-

base SDB containing sequence γ is called the support of γ ,

denoted by sup(γ ).

Given a positive integer min_sup as the support threshold,

a  sequence γ  is  a  sequential  pattern in sequence database

“Patterns Database” if sup(γ ) ≥ min_sup. The sequential pat-

tern mining problem is to find the complete set of sequential

patterns with respect to a given sequence database SDB and

a support threshold min_sup.

The first principle that we apply here is applying a weigh-

tage based on Pearson's chi-square test,  also known as the

chi-square goodness-of-fit test or chi-square test for indepen-

dence [32]. This gives an advantage over and above choos-

ing the rules based on lift and support. The result from asso-

ciation rules P1  passes on to the Human Machine Interface

(HMI) for next level of check.

C. Human Machine Interface for Pattern Validation

Patterns from the mining activity as illustrated above is

treated in the algorithm using a new and robust mechanism

of  throwing  the  first  patterns  P1 to  be  matched  with  the

generic  list  of  error  databases  existent  with all  enterprise

support  organizations.  The  resultant  is  Pattern  List  2  (P2)

which is then passed to the experts and technicians to vali-

date the patterns with their experiences through a web portal

in cloud to capture their validations using voting methodol-

ogy of event occurrence. The weight of voting on specific

pattern clears its path for the self-learning and ever evolving

“Pattern  Dictionary”.  This  eliminates  bias  from statistical

and industrial application perspective as shown in Table 2. A

java based portal (Jp) is used to show the entire frame and

the data is stored in the HP Vertica data center. 

TABLE I.

SYMPTOMS TABLE

Symptom 1
(S1)

Symptom 2 
(S2)

Symptom N 
(Sn)

Event

S11 S13 S52 E1

S21 S44 S57 E1

S17 S31 S66 E2

Fig 2. Rule Network using Self Organizing Map

TABLE II.

SYMPTOMS TABLE

Pattern Event Lift Vote PVotes

S11 > S43 > S91 E11 0.69 Yes 39%
S43 > S56 > S45 > S67 E23 0.35 No 77%
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VI. PREDICTING THE NEXT EVENT–SUPERVISED MACHINE

LEARNING APPROACH

Now that the “Pattern Dictionary” is ready with the pat-

terns from the exercise done in Step 5, it is then needed to

predict the next event occurrence. Decision Trees, [13] clas-

sically try to address this problem at a smaller scale and di-

mension (including limited classes). But at a big data level,

we thought of applying Machine Learning in a different way

on results from Association rule applied in some studies[1]

[2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9].  We have tried  to  study some ma-

chine learning models which is one the way of being imple-

mented using Python and Spark.

A. Application of Machine Learning models with 
supervision

Every generation of machines may have a different behav-

ior and may generate varied class of events. Using the logic

of determining the best fit model from historical data may

collapse when applied to  real  time. Hence we approached

this problem by providing the flexibility of choosing the best

fit model for a particular one real time, using a Java based

portal (Jp).

We applied few machine learning models like kNN, Naïve

Bayes,  Support Vector Machine and Random Forest which

can be scaled to Big Data framework at run time using Spark

or Mahout (development in progress). 

The above approach is quite intuitive in nature to capture

complexities of the framework and give an advantage to the

user or technician to apply the best fit model on real time.

The first cut of results are shown in Table 3 above which

tells us that the Sigmoid Kernel function used for SVM tends

to  give  a  better  result  but  not  far  behind  is  the  Gradient

boosting model with 52 % classification accuracy. As there is

no existing model to test with, this testing model would be

taken as reference for further evaluation.

B. Determining unknown events through Text Clustering 

and NLP

In the process of applying supervised mechanisms to pre-

dict  next events  we found that  a  significant  percentage of

events could not be classified or be predicted due to histori-

cal novelty, new machines developed or implemented, soft-

ware updated, patch released etc. These may create a huge

pile of symptoms which could not even be mined or mapped

by human intelligence.

We propose a dynamic flexibility to the algorithm which

takes the key aspects of Text Mining, Natural Language pro-

cessing and clustering documents.

The first challenge was to put the millions of unstructured

and structured data generated through server monitoring and

collected through case logs, into a centralized data reposi-

tory, on top of which an analytical system can be built. It was

essentially a Big Data challenge, for which a HP Vertica Plat-

form was used, to address it. Once the data was available, the

next challenge was to  apply machine learning on this Big

Data. R MapReduce code came handy here to generate Doc-

ument Term Matrix and Mahout was used for Clustering and

Classification [31][32]. 

A clear roadmap was laid and followed to develop a Hy-

brid Pattern Mining and Unknown Issue Identification Sys-

tem. The incidents (symptoms) were divided into two sets:

one where the affected items were mentioned and the other

where the affected items were not mentioned. The incidents

where  the affected  items were  mentioned  were  further  di-

vided into the training and validation data sets. The training

set was used to derive the affected items for incidents where

it was not mentioned using machine learning (Pattern Min-

TABLE III.

SAMPLE RESULTS FROM MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

Selected
Model

Predecessor
Node

Model
Node

Model
Description

Target
Variable

Misclassifi-
cation Rate

Squared
Error

Actual:
Misclassifi

cation
Rate

YEvent_A SVM SVM SVM-d Final_Event 0.13582 0.13509 0.13582

SVM3 SVM3 SVM-FQP Final_Event 0.13582 0.13509 0.13582

HPNNA2 HPNNA2 Select NN Final_Event 0.13583 0.11834 0.13583

HPNNA HPNNA HP Neural Final_Event 0.13583 0.11988 0.13583

LARS LARS LARS-d Final_Event 0.13666 0.11319 0.13666

SVM2 SVM2 SVM-LSVM Final_Event 0.13674 0.14751 0.13674

Reg Reg Regression-d Final_Event 0.13682 0.11329 0.13682

SVM4 SVM4 SVM-Sigmoid
Kernel

Final_Event 0.54437 0.26851 0.54437

Boost2 Boost2 Gradient 
Boosting - 
hash1

Final_Event 0.52273 0.52273 0.52273

Boost Boost Gradient 
Boosting -d

Final_Event 0.13582 0.11712 0.13582
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ing). The validation data set was used for in-sample valida-

tion. Once the affected items were known for all  the inci-

dents, the next step was to group those millions of indepen-

dent incidents into logically related units which can be used

to design an Incident Routing Mechanism. This mechanism

ensures that a randomly reported incident is correctly allo-

cated to its designate Level II tech support team on time, for

accurate and timely resolution of the issue.

The Pattern Mining was done independently on a sample

of top 5 clients by incidents/issues logged by call  volume

collected  the free form textual inputs given by multi-level

support  representatives and server logs generated for those

accounts connecting logs with R-Vertica Connect. First data

cleansing was done including removal of punctuations, white

spaces,  numbers,  stop-words,  etc.  The  stop-word  removal

was a two-step process:  first  a  standard  corpus based and

second specific  to  each account to  take out  many English

word which are required for NLP but not needed in this case.

The  account  based  list  was  created.  Next  POS  (parts-of-

speech) tagging was done and only nouns and verbs with al-

phanumeric  keys  were  kept.  The  alphanumeric  keys  was

identified using N-gram taxonomy created and verified by

experts. Finally, after all the cleansing, the DTM (Document

Term Matrix) was created  to link the term to the affected

items. The DTM was shared with the engineers or experts to

further refine it. The industry best practice of 10-fold cross

validation technique was then used to find the relation be-

tween the unstructured incidents listed in the form free text

and the affected items. The final DTM list was divided in

training (90%) and validation (10%) sets, randomly 10 times.

The kNN (k-nearest-neighbor)  classification algorithm was

run every time on the training set and the validation set was

used to  find the misclassification rate (error).  The desired

value of k (from 1to 10) was selected based on the classifica-

tion which gave the least misclassification rate (error). After

the in-sample validation was done and we got both the right

value of  k and the relation between the unstructured inci-

dents and the affected items; the findings were used to derive

the affected items of those incidents where the affected items

were not listed using kNN classification again. The output

was a complete list of all the incidents with affected items.

The event determining mechanism was more challenging

as there was no predefined/business logic behind grouping of

similar incidents together and it was purely based on un-su-

pervised machine learning algorithm. The k-means clustering

algorithm of Mahout was chosen for the purpose. The big-

gest challenge here was to find the correct value of k. Silhou-

ette approach was used to find the right value of k. In this

method the items within each cluster are evaluated for their

average dissimilarity with all the other items in the cluster.

The measure of dissimilarity was selected as Euclidian Dis-

tance, say a(i). The item is similarly evaluated for its average

dissimilarity with any other cluster to which it does not be-

long, say b(i). The cluster with the lowest average dissimilar-

ity is said to be the ‘neighboring cluster’. If a(i) < b(i), then it

can be concluded that the item belongs to the right cluster,

else the clusters are revised. Thus the Silhouette approach is

used  to  determine  the  value  of  k  based  on  how  tightly

grouped all the items in a cluster are. 

The choice of Silhouette method posed another challenge

as it requires the data to be in the form of a non-negative

square matrix to be run on Mahout.  SVD (Singular  Value

Decomposition)  technique  was  used  to  address  this  issue

[28]. The DTM for the entire data set was created the same

way as specified in the pattern mining section above, but for

the use of Mahout instead of R. The DTM was transformed

using SVD which not only resulted in a square matrix but

also brought in dimensionality reduction; reducing the space

complexity  of  the  Silhouette  algorithm  which  becomes

highly space complex for Big Data. Once the logical group-

ing of incidents based on terms identified from the unstruc-

tured data in the form of comments for each incident was

completed, the routing mechanism to decide which  should

be routed to which support team was very easy to develop.

These  patterns  are  displayed  online  using the  portal  to

map closely related events and results are saved in the Pat-

tern dictionary. 

C. Bridging the Supervised and Unsupervised approach

The “Pattern Dictionary” acts as the stakeholder for col-

lecting information from both the supervised and unsuper-

vised methods. These patterns may not be conclusive but are

evolutionary in  nature  which develops  as  time grows and

studies each system working as a perfect interface between

Human and Machine.

The approach  collects all  the necessary pattern into the

pattern  dictionary and  then  applies  multiple  models  to  be

tested as we do not know which model will fit better in what

kind of situation.

Historical knowledge and Topics gained from the NLP ap-

proach makes this concept unique and a perfect bridge be-

tween Supervised and Unsupervised Methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research with Predictive Analytics in the center, is an

attempt to preempt failures in a customer’s IT environment

using  an  algorithm  with  an  approach  starting  with  Data

sourcing  & structuring,  transforming it  for  unique pattern

discovery using the theory of Ripple effect from Symptoms,

to Events for any IT infrastructure. This also uses external

information  like  weather  forecasting,  blogs,  customer  sur-

veys, social media to strengthen the hybrid machine learning

algorithm. This is a scalable Big Data Solution, which pre-

dicts real time faults and downtime. 

The benefit of this is that solutions are many including -

prevention of unplanned downtime, maximizing the value of

IT investments by reducing the cost, improving operational

Efficiency, enabling  Agility and  Innovation,  improving  IT

stability – less complexity and risk.

With this novel approach of using machine learning in a

real  world problem with multiple complexities,  it  tends to

open a new field of study with integrated machines, servers,

equipment and its impact on an overall IT environment.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

Due to the rapidly changing dynamic of the IT industry

and the challenges faced with IT Infrastructure Management
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as well as IT Infrastructure Maintenance, which is a billion

of dollar industry in itself, it is the need of the hour to con-

duct research and support it. A novel amalgamative concept

is what we have tried and briefly presented here.

We are still in the phase of learning as there is no research

done so far on this field, hence the next phase is to try and

first complete the solution in a big data scale after multiple

testing cycles to make it robust enough for developing it as a

solution for the first version.

The  area  we haven’t  explored  much is  the  relationship

mining of customer interactions and machine. Also optimiz-

ing it using Neural Network or Genetic Optimization tech-

niques.
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